the run" from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (Berrigan [1972 (Berrigan [ ] 1973 . 1 Such writing came from a period of "underground" existence for Berrigan. An earlier collection of his writings from this period, The Dark Night of Resistance, which appeared in 1971, in an opening section dated April 1970 begins with: "I start these notes quite literally on the run" (Berrigan 1971a:1) . Berrigan, apparently on the FBI's list of the 10 "Most Wanted" fugitives, was captured in theologian William Stringfellow's cottage on Block Island, Rhode Island, in August 1970, by FBI agents posing as birdwatchers. He was imprisoned for two years of his three-year sentence in Danbury, Connecticut. 2 Berrigan was one of a number of figures that Charles A. Meconis (1979) identifies as the "Catholic Left" who, further to nonviolent political (mostly antiwar) activism, went underground at this time. In 1970, Berrigan referred to his position as one of "felonious vagrancy" ([1972] 1973:60 ).
Berrigan's fugitive period arose from his first arrest. He was tried and successfully prosecuted for his central involvement in the public burning of 600 stolen 1-A draft records of Americans conscripted to fight in Vietnam. The film footage of this event in Catonsville, Maryland, on 17 May 1968, reveals the small activist group (which included Daniel's brother Philip, a writer, activist, and Josephite Roman Catholic priest) calmly, even apologetically, using their homemade napalm (gasoline mixed with Ivory Flakes soap powder) to undertake their action (wagingnonviolence 2013). The event seems to be structured like a prayer meetingcomplete with religious invocations (spontaneous articulations and well-known prayers) from those involved, all standing in a semicircle formation and speaking in turn. 3 In this respect, the event is seemingly more than just protest activism since it also seeks divine acknowledgement and aid. And although the action or spectacle had a profound symbolic value (clerics engaged in illegal antiwar activities), the action was more than mere symbolism: burning the cards disrupted, even if only to a modest or negligible degree, the bureaucratic processes of the wider "war effort." In this respect, the act was illegal. And thus the footage of the action was used at the subsequent trial, as evidence, as well as incorporated into an early production of The Trial of the Catonsville Nine as a historical record (see O'Connor 2013:27, 34) . And the act gestured to the possibility of future similar acts -so that for Robert McAfee Brown, the entire vexatious matter of "The Berrigans," at this juncture, pointed to the question, "Signs or Models?" (1971:60-70) . For the Milwaukee Fourteen, associated with the Catholic Worker organization and including a Benedictine priest in their number, who torched 10,000 draft cards on 24 September 1968 (see Klejment 1988:285 ), the answer was clearly "models." The Catonsville action as an example extended beyond just Catholics, as Anne Klejment notes, and there were 50 other such instances "modeled on the Baltimore and Catonsville raids" after the Berrigans (277). (Brown leans towards the "sign" reading, at least in respect of the wider population, and then turns to the ethical ruptures that the Catonsville action caused [1971:67] .) Meconis notes that the Trappist monk and writer Thomas Merton was uneasy with the event, seemingly finding in this nonviolent protest a problematic overlap with "the language of power" -an overlap, that is, with those who would engage in destructive violent protest or state violence (1979:36-38) . Reflecting on the Catonsville event in 1975 -on the other side of his jail term -Berrigan opted for the term "resistance" to describe the action, effectively affiliating it with a wider counterculture of resistance that had become, as he acknowledged, "very important around 1967 in the States" (Ha˘nh and Berrigan [1975] 2001:128) . Central to this resistance was the war in Vietnam and how -to put it bluntly -American citizens could end it.
Berrigan's The Trial of the Catonsville Nine, which dramatized the trial of 5-9 October 1968, was written in 1969 and first published in 1970. Early theatrical productions included the August 1970 performance by the Center Theatre Group at the Mark Taper Forum in Los Angeles, as part of the New Theater for Now series, directed by Gordon Davidson; one at Good Shepherd-Faith Church in New York in January 1971 by the Phoenix Theater Company; an amateur production at Boston University, directed by Valerie Hendy; and a show at the Lyceum Theatre in New York in June 1971. Jacqueline O'Connor summarizes the complex production history (2013:192n25) and notes at least two public readings of the play in Los Angeles in 1970-71 (193n46) and legal action mounted by the obscure group Citizens Legal Defense Alliance against the Mark Taper Forum production (34) (35) . Earl Crow recalls a High Point University production in 1973 in which audience members, himself included, were picked "to participate in a mock jury" (1996:67). The Phoenix Theater production appropriated the altar area of the Good Shepherd-Faith Church as the set, with the Judge positioned in the pulpit, staging the "intersection of church, theatre and courtroom" (O'Connor 2013:39) , and with the audience taking the place of the jury. For O'Connor:
This theatrical event about religious activists who challenge the secular power of the law combines the physical markers from three distinct institutional gathering places; this intersection of the three serves as a reminder that all these gathering places normally exist in separate spheres but all function as sites for acting out ritualistic cultural practices. (39) From the outset, then, the play's production was perceived as a political act in itself.
After the June 1971 run at the Lyceum Theatre The Trial of the Catonsville Nine won two Obie Drama Critics awards for distinguished production and distinguished direction (for Gordon Davidson) . Also in 1971, Caedmon Records produced a double LP version of an iteration Gordon Davidson staged with the Center Theatre Group specifically for the audio recording. West and East German television film adaptations, titled Der Prozess gegen die Neun von Catonsville, were broadcast in January and March 1972 respectively (the former directed by August Everding and Yvonne Sturzenegger for ZDF, the latter directed by Hans-Erich Korbschmitt); and a US feature film drama -adapted by Berrigan, directed by Davidson, and produced by the actor Gregory Peck -was also released in 1972.
While the play very directly invites a consideration of its autobiographical nature, "To the Actors" suggests something more: the theatrical event itself was part of a continuum of activism that engendered a solidarity between fugitive or imprisoned activists and the play's audiences. And these connections, as contextualized in "To the Actors," are to be made between the "underground" of the hunted activists and resisters and the "overground" of free citizens, some of whom, as participants in or witnesses to The Trial of the Catonsville Nine, were impacted by Berrigan's conception of radical theatre and its affective role in the resistance movement.
To the Underground
Daniel Berrigan, his brother, and some of their associates vanished just before their sentences were due to begin. One associate, Mary Moylan (1936 Moylan ( -1995 , sentenced to two years, would remain underground for nearly a decade before surrendering to the authorities in 1979. Berrigan noted in his 1970 "Letter to the Jesuits" that his intention was to "surrender to Caesar [...] when my point is made and the good of the community has been served" ([1972] 1973:37) . This going underground was, at the time, associated more with groups such as the Symbionese Liberation Army and the Weather Underground, who were waging an insurrectionary armed struggle against the American state. 4 But in Berrigan's case going underground is perhaps better considered in relation to another tendency: a gentle exiting of mainstream daily life. In this respect, in the terminology of the times, the move was akin to "going back to the country," rejecting city life in favor of the kind of commune life sociologist Ron E. Roberts explored as "an alternative society" (1971:1), or undertaking the picaresque road trip as a way of becoming reacquainted with a country that had seemingly lost its way -as per the 1968 song "America" by Simon and Garfunkel, or Dennis Hopper's film Easy Rider (1969) . Thus Berrigan's move is of a piece with Peter Jenkins's move to "drop out" of his professional commitments in order to walk across America, leaving an existence that seemed, for Jenkins in 1973, intractably beset by the ethical or moral or existential burden of the escalation of imperial wars abroad, widespread drug addictions for those at home, and localized aggression against those who presented themselves as discontents ([1979] 1983:24-25) . It was a move of resistance against state violence and the prospect of a loveless bourgeois life, and a declaration of concern over impending ecological and nuclear disasters. No conscientious position within such a sphere seemed possible; a route out was the only palatable option. But for Jenkins, as for Roberts in his fieldwork survey (for his 1969 doctoral thesis and its 1971 publication), and for Berrigan as evidenced in "To the Actors," the underground was the way in which a generative renewal could occur: to return to contact with the everyman 4. There is evidence of some connection between Berrigan and the Weathermen. In True's collection of Berrigan's writings, "Letter to Actors" is followed by the "Letter to the Weathermen," first published in the Village Voice in January 1971 (1988) . In the documentary Holy Outlaw, Berrigan suggests or volunteers himself as an appropriate figure to effectively become the official chaplain to the Weathermen who, like himself at that time, were fugitives -but still engaged in armed insurrection against the state. The Weathermen, writing publicly to "Brother Dan" upon his final arrest, urged him to "join us soon" (Weather Underground [1970] 2006:155, 156) . Moylan is a direct link between Berrigan and the Weathermen: she seems to have joined the Weather Underground immediately upon absconding; she is mentioned in the Weatherman communique "New Morning -Changing Weather," from 6 December 1970 (Dohrn and Weather Underground [1970] 2006:161-69 A Walk Across America could suitably have been titled or subtitled (as per Berrigan's collection of writing from the underground), America Is Hard to Find.
Walking, or simply movement -that is, a proactive, physical encounter with the world -was the condition of spiritual existence for Berrigan. Spiritual existence is not exclusively identified with a withdrawal into otherworldliness and the notion of the world as a "veil of tears," in keeping with general Catholic tendencies of the pre-Vatican II era. Spiritual existence is reconfigured, along existential lines, and so becomes the very means of rediscovering ordinary lives.
Berrigan found a striking parallel to this rejection of Victorian otherworldliness world in Pier Paolo Pasolini's Christ in his film Il Vangelo secondo Matteo (The Gospel According to St Matthew, 1964):
Jesus is always in motion; He teaches while He's walking with His friends [...] So much "sacred" art has snuffed out the spirit of Jesus. He sits there in heavenly rest, tossing [his friends] words which they accept passively. But in Pasolini's movie there's a kind of uneasy motion [...] The same physical effort required to stay with Him on the road is required to stay with Him in spirit. (Ha˘nh and Berrigan 2001:147-48) The potential of opening up to spiritual activities outside the institutions, dogma, and rituals of the church was much in the air in the late 1960s. Some even went so far as to relate this opening up to the psychological benefits of hallucinogenic experiences: record company executive Stan Cornyn felt emboldened to articulate the expansive potential for relocating spirituality in the sleeve notes of the 1968 psychedelic LP Mass in F Minor by The Electric Prunes: "So much in the old cathedral seemed, to the young man, intent on making him feel smaller [...] Christian worship has been graven on granite and vested in shining robes and danced in jungles and shared on lake shores [...] Christian worship has forms as many as the creative energies of Man. The Mass in F Minor is one of these" (1968). 5 For Jenkins, Roberts, and Berrigan, such dropping out is not just a radical refusal to work or of the mores and demands of bourgeois society, nor is it done with a preference for a full embrace of hedonism ("erotic utopians" as per Roberts [1971:37-46] ) or dropping down to an "off the grid" self-sufficiency. Rather, this was active mobilization: dropping into the day-to-day realities of citizens, a vibrant reconnection with the people and empathy for their daily struggles to alleviate oppression; and a recalibration of a sensibility otherwise deranged by the alienating effects of contemporary life. In the documentary Father Daniel Berrigan: The Holy Outlaw, footage from the underground period shows Berrigan reflecting on his fugitive status: VOICEOVER: [...] During the time he was in hiding, Father Berrigan changed his location often. He stayed with 37 different families in 10 Eastern and Midwestern cities. Ten days prior to his arrest, Father Berrigan was interviewed by Lee Lockwood for NET (National Educational Television) in an underground location, in an apartment in New York City.
5. The music for Mass in F Minor, which melds faux-Gregorian chant with "acid" guitar jams, was used in part for Easy Rider.
LOCKWOOD (off-camera): Father Dan, you've been underground for some time now. What's it like to be underground in the United States of America?
BERRIGAN: All I can say is that it looks like it could go on forever. It looks good enough -looks useful enough -for the movement. I think it's been an enormous opportunity to work up-close with people, with small groups, to meet with the media, to reflect and meditate, to do a great deal of reading -in fact, to do everything that I was doing before but to do it squared: to do it twice as intensely, twice as much. (Lockwood and Lenzer 1970 ; see wagingnonviolence 2016) 6
For Berrigan, existence underground is somewhat like a retreat -and indeed, he goes on to note, breaking his cover affords him the opportunity to continue his formal ministry with ever-greater mindfulness, and reflect on his actions: "I'm going to preach in a church, in an urban church [...] I want to be with a group of worshipping Christians, not necessarily Catholics, and I want to refer to the New Testament, and I want us to relate it to what we've done," he promises, in the documentary. 7 After all, this is not a case of him situating himself in the underground, but rather -as the letter/article has it, in this instance -speaking "from Underground." The precision of this position was articulated (seemingly writing in 1970) in respect to a clear political strategy, albeit a "chancy" strategy: "an attempt to create an underground presence which will be nonviolent and politically audible" (Berrigan [1972 (Berrigan [ ] 1973 . And the sermon that follows -which is also included in the film -includes Berrigan saying, "We have chosen to be branded as 'peace criminals' by war criminals." He later refers to a "Jesuit underground" and relates this to suppression of clerics in Elizabethan England and Soviet Russia. In Dark Night of Resistance, Berrigan presents living underground as a response to an unavoidable question: "How are we to live our lives today? We are in the dark preliminary stages of a new humanity, together" (1971a:6).
The paradox in this shift from over-to underground is that spiritual reflection arises from a position of active resistance, so that reflection and resistance are entwined. This position breaks with a Christian tradition that would hold that only once the individual is unencumbered by trivial engagements with the world (as in, for example, a monastic life) can deep spiritual reflection truly occur. For Eugene C. Bianchi this paradox in Berrigan's case was a matter of "uncover[ing] the fundamentally worldly core of a professional religious figure" (1972:55). Berrigan's life underground allowed him to embrace the worldly aspects of a remade religious life, in a quest for the spiritual. Extending this inversion to his writing while underground, Berrigan observed that "[t]he time will shortly be upon us, if it is not already here, when the pursuit of contemplation becomes a strictly subversive activity. This is the deepest and at the same time, I think, the most sensible way of expressing the trouble into which my brother and I have fallen" ([1972] 1973:77) . During this period of underground contemplation, Berrigan's text of choice was The Dark Night of the Soul by St. John of the Cross (Berrigan 1971a:7), and it becomes a subject of his meditation (19).
The underground as a subversive retreat contrasts sharply with Berrigan's actual and active resistance: the Catonsville fire was lit while he was "at work" (as a priest, and indeed he was dressed as a priest for this), and so can be understood as essentially part of his job. One should differentiate then between fugitive resistance (the underground where, necessarily, all actions 7. For further conversation from the underground period, see Berrigan and Coles ([1971] 2001) and Riemer (1971:37-63) . Riemer is understandably guarded as to the precise date of their extended discussion in respect to Berrigan's legal standing, so the conversation cannot be verified as from this period.
are disapproved of) and public resistance (the overground, in which actions mounted in respect to a position in society are presented as part of one's civic duty). And indeed not to be underground can be "fatal," as Berrigan recalls was the case for Merton, who told him, "I am already dead, dead..." (1971a:180), as if Merton's respectability had fatally eroded his earthly ministry, or "aliveness" at a time of seemingly enormous potential for further social change.
It is this latter question -over the inevitability of fugitive resistance for anyone truly engaged in active public resistance -that was quite pertinent in Christian circles at the time. Some light is thrown onto such thinking, and tensions, by a long-forgotten intervention from David Wilkerson who sought to address the spiritual/theological situation of the late 1960s in Purple-Violet-Squish, published in 1969. Wilkerson provides an overview of various counterculture strata via a spirited attempt to speak to his young audience in their own assumed language, and tackling "difficult" subjects (free love, LSD use, disrespect for authority, and so on). His position is essentially conservative, and at times highly partisan (at one point he associates the theologian Thomas J.J. Altizer with the mental incapacity that Wilkerson anachronistically notes arises from LSD use [1969:22-23] ), and confusion often takes hold. Wilkerson is reluctant to accept the notion of the priest in crisis as indexical to a wider crisis: despite the challenges of the times, there is nothing that the structures of the church cannot accommodate, albeit finessed by a modicum of fraternal free-thinking, as per Wilkerson's own work. Wilkerson's second chapter, "The Yippies," deals with the politicized hippies, with whom Wilkerson also lumps the Black Panthers, anticolonial currents, and Students for a Democratic Society, and associates the whole construction with the Hell's Angels and the Maoist tendencies among activists/radicals. Wilkerson concludes by quoting an unnamed "liberal university administrator" who claims that at least Communists had a program and so were, relatively, "sensible" and easier to engage with -finally appending some lyrics from the West Coast psychedelic group Jefferson Airplane (1969:33) .
This chapter also opens with Berrigan's draft card burning. Tellingly, Wilkerson fails to either condemn or praise the act. And yet, like Berrigan, Wilkerson was also an activist -as the founder of Teen Challenge, a network of Bible-based help centers for people with drug abuse-related issues. But Wilkerson's equivocation at least acknowledges and grapples with the new culture in an aspirationally evenhanded (if ill-informed) way. The philosopher and journalist Jean-François Revel's parade of caricatures of deluded grotesques, in sharp contrast, seems to seek to dismiss the entirety of the new sensibility. Writing in 1970 on "Jesus, Marx and America" ([1970] 1972:166-200 without fertilizer" (180), wielding slogans such as "'Zen Marxism'" and "'Jesus is the best trip'" (184). He uses the pejorative term "Jesus Freaks" for the Jesus Movement, and sees them entirely as an outgrowth of the Woodstock music festival, having rubbed shoulders with stragglers in insurrectionary currents, or those fleecing gullible benefactors. The absence of a coherent editorial line in Wilkerson and Revel's slanders indicates that Berrigan's action raised questions for Christians of this time of such magnitude and immediacy that they were best left unarticulated (for Wilkerson) or warranted a ferocious, "scorched earth" attack (for Revel). To begin to take a position, or even sympathize, would be to place oneself in danger of the ruptures and crises that would unavoidably arise from the war in Vietnam, which Berrigan would later describe as "morally intolerable" (Ha˘nh and Berrigan [1975] 2001:134) . 8 But, at the time, despite Wilkerson's counsel and Revel's condemnations, taking a position, and even then intervening, was clearly felt to be unavoidable and indeed essential in younger theological circles; the joint-authored Containment and Change of 1967, drawn from debates rehearsed in February 1966 at the Union Theological Society in New York City, opens with the prompt "Why should Vietnam disrupt Western composure so deeply?" (Oglesby and Shaull 1967:4) and closes with the thought that Any hope for a significant Christian contribution to the revolutionary struggles going on around the world will depend, I believe, on the emergence of new forms of Christian community on the front lines of the revolution [...] It is just possible that in such weak and informal communities new ideas and questions may take shape which will be of significance for the revolutionary movement as a whole; and the resources available for such a struggle may become more visible through such an effort. (247) In respect to what clearly seemed to be irresolvable tensions in this fledgling theological culture, and as aggravated by the seemingly inexorable escalation of the military brutality visited on the people of Vietnam, the Catonsville action only a few months after these concluding thoughts may have seemed unsurprising or even inevitable. 9 The modernizing impulse of Vatican II (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) 8. The publication The Berrigans (Casey and Nobile 1971) , an expanded version of the January 1971 special issue of New Cross Quarterly, "The Burden of the Berrigans" (which had then been much in demand and elicited substantial correspondence) sought to represent a more informed engagement with the challenges of the Berrigans' actions, albeit with respect to debates firmly within the Catholic Church. The mass of critical writing rapidly generated around the Berrigans, and the Catholic Left in general, is apparent in Robert Coles's 1971 introductory bibliographic note to The Geography of Faith (in Berrigan and Coles [1971] 2001:32).
9. And indeed Richard Shaull, in his section of Containment and Change, elaborates on such a position in a way that closely anticipates the Berrigans' actions, proclaiming that a "political equivalent" of "guerrilla warfare" is necessary, based on institutional critique: "The focus here is on the formation of small groups and movements which, whether based inside or outside an institution, force it to accelerate its own renewal. By means of many limited attacks at various points, a small group of people may be able to liberate large institutions for more effective service" (Oglesby and Shaull 1967:196) .
10. That is, if one dates the formal close of these struggles with the publication of Instruction on Certain Aspects of the "Theology of Liberation" (Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith 1984). Berrigan's own engagement with Liberation Theology is, for Hale (1995) , engagingly reflected in the film The Mission ( Joffé 1986 ). Berrigan, who appears in the film in a nonspeaking role, and worked variously in an advisory capacity to the filmmakers, is seen
"Berrigan Raps"
The Trial of the Catonsville Nine pushed the card-burning protest further into public awareness, inviting consideration of it within a wider and spreading culture of resistance. The act itself, as an example, had seemingly proven to be effective. Mark Popowski notes that by October 1970, 250 draft offices had been raided and wider activities of the Catholic Left, associated with the Berrigan brothers in the popular imagination, included acts of sabotage against military vehicles (2008:295). Meconis totals the number of draft cards destroyed by the wider Catholic Left as over a million by March 1971, and weighs in on arguments as to the effectiveness of this type of intervention (1979:151, 167) . But the reach of the act needed to be extended -and to generate institutional critique. Noam Chomsky, considering the Berrigan brothers in relation to activism, noted: "[m]y impression is that actions such as those in Catonsville and Milwaukee might receive broad support, if the effort were made to explain and discuss them. If there has been a serious failing, I think it is in this indispensable second-order effort" (1971:55). And it is this indispensable second-order effort, of generating awareness, that comprises the various to side with those Jesuits who engaged in a fatal nonviolent protest to imperial destruction, rather than with those Jesuits who, taking up arms, fought back to protect the (semifictional) mission in question, in Paraguay of the 1740s. This position against militant action was apparent to Berrigan as setting him apart from his milieu even in 1969, in comments made in the 1969 introduction to the Catonsville play, where he concludes that "by June, I was old hat" (Berrigan [1970] 2004:xix). The same falling out of favor with the vanguard occurred to the Living Theatre too, as discussed below, and also around 1969, in relation to their pacifist stance. And Brown notes that the Berrigans spent "inordinate amounts of time" during the Catonsville trial attempting to "cool" down their agitated supporters outside, "to avoid inciting violence or provoking it" (Brown 1971:65) . For Berrigan's direct thoughts on armed resistance (in relation to Fr. Ernesto Cardenal's support for the Sandinistas), see Berrigan ([1978] 1988:166-70). projects of the PR arm of Daniel Berrigan's actions during these years in hiding -clandestine public appearances, writings and publications of all kinds (letters, essays, poems, collections, even an LP -Berrigan Raps), documentaries featuring him as a subject, and innumerable critical books and articles on him as well. 11 Doubleday was particularly keen on Berrigan publications, through commissioning editor Elizabeth Bartelme, and did not hesitate to use terms and images on their dustjackets that may have suggested vain egoism on the part of Berrigan (see Bartelme 1996:105-08) . 12 Observing the Weathermen and their communiques, Berrigan would have understood that remaining truly hidden was an ineffective way of working to intervene in wider society. 13 But, beyond the interventions and the actions of the Catholic Left, Berrigan notes that the light is not one of, as it were, infernos of draft cards, but one that shows the way to rebirth -of "new men" and new communities analogous to "the early Christians": "we must create communities," he said in 1971, which themselves become signs of hope, signs that the Holy Spirit is indeed coming upon us. Perhaps these communities, peace affirming, contemptuous of existing powers [...] will be made up of the most diverse people [...] It seems to me that "new men" may well appear in many places and under many guises, and that to be alive to the signs those men offer is to be alive to the true hope that is before us. (Berrigan and Coles [1971] 2001:171-72)
The play was the catalyst for one such community that demonstrated it was "contemptuous of existing powers."
The Trial of the Catonsville Nine -nominally a work of documentary theatre rather than fiction, and only nominally a play text in its 1970 published form (Berrigan [1970] 2004) 14 -on 11. The LP was advertised as free with mail order purchases of the Trial of the Catonsville Nine LP -"an exciting album that presents an intimate portrait of Berrigan as a man and as a radical" -and was also released by Caedmon Records. The sleeve notes were taken from Riemer's 1971 interview; a picture of Berrigan in handcuffs, giving a peace sign, is on the cover; and the recording consists of "A Sermon from the Underground," an interview, and poetry readings.
12. And the question of pride is discussed at length, and very directly, by Berrigan and Coles ([1971] 2001:60-75); for Coles, "the adulation and devotion someone like you gets from a number of people elevates you and puts you in a position of leadership [which is] potentially corrupting [...] I ask you again about the sin of pride, something every leader, every innovator, every charismatic person presumably has to struggle with especially hard" (60-61). The Berrigans appeared on the cover of Time magazine on 25 January 1971. Berrigan mentions elsewhere (Riemer 1971:38) that maintaining a public profile prevented him being expelled from the Jesuit order which would have damaged his activist credibility in the longer term, it may be surmised, and allowed the order to distance itself from antiwar sentiment and activism in general. In an interview with Riemer, Berrigan evidences the freedom of his rhetoric in this respect, concluding that the most senior Catholic clerics, noted as spending their time with President Richard Nixon and combat-active troops rather than prisoners or acknowledging antiwar sentiment, "betray the Church" (in Riemer 1971:47) .
13. The Weather Underground also developed and maintained a PR operation, along similar lines of propagating their message, especially in countering a uniformly hostile mainstream mass media. For a full discussion of this strategy on their part, see Goddard (2018) .
14.
Berrigan "changed only slightly" the 2004 publication, according to Robin Andersen, and "rewrote various passages" (see Berrigan [1970 Berrigan [ ] 2004 . Other variants do exist, and the text of the Broadway version of the play was hewn from a longer unpublished text -an operation conducted by playwright Saul Levitt (see O'Connor 2013:36, 42-43, and 191n9) . Dan Isaac, writing in 1971, refers to the play text as a "foreshortened reshaping" rather than "exact transcription taken from the court record" (1971:124). Berrigan notes in his introduction to the 2004 edition, which I've used for my discussion, a fidelity to the "original words" from the court stenographer ([1970] 2004:xvii) . O'Connor also discusses the play texts in detail (2013:22-62) , and finds that versions of the play do not remain "strictly faithful to the courtroom procedures," and revisions to the play included composite testimonials, for dramatic brevity (42-43).
one level universalized the historic act of critiquing the machinations of the State that occurred in the Catonsville trial. While it would be tempting to consider the play text as avantgarde in its construction, it would be difficult to think of any theatrical production from 1970 concerning Vietnam that was not, to an extent, avantgarde. Berrigan's text was representative of the uncompromising, impassioned, and sometimes unpolished political theatre of its moment.
Berrigan provides little to no stage direction, and reworks much of the dialogue of the trial into a kind of blank verse, which at times spatially organizes words or phrases on the page to invite performers to underscore wider meanings or implications. The play is structured into five sections: "The Day of the Jury of Peers," "The Day of the Facts of the Case," "The Day of the Nine Defendants," "The Day of Summation," and "The Day of Verdict." But the chief concern of the play is showcasing the often lengthy speeches from the accused, which discuss the thinking behind their actions, often from moral, philosophical, political, ethical, legal, civil, and historical positions.
The text of the play itself contains oblique interjections -quotations (without much in the way of citation information) from a variety of sources: poems (by Berrigan and others); snippets of political speeches (Thomas Jefferson, Bishop Defregger of Munich, J. Robert Oppenheimer, Fidel Castro, Adolf Hitler, and Ho Chi Minh twice); extracts from other writers ( Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, Sophocles, Peter Weiss, Franz Kafka); handbooks (a presumably fictional Mafia handbook and the handbook of the Green Berets); other court records; and even the court record of the Catonsville trial itself (to illustrate the confusion of the presiding judge); as well as uncaptioned photographs of some of the figures presented in the play, and other images of obscure origin. Such interjections, while never explained, or explicitly (or even diegetically) related to the text concerning the trial, are certainly telling. Two plays concerning victims of Catholic persecution also appear: via Brecht, from his 1943 play Life of Galileo and via Jean Anouilh from his 1959 play Becket, or The Honor of God. Perhaps these interjections were intended to offer license and material for Brechtian and other nonnaturalistic devices to be introduced into the performed play by those who would produce it.
During the sermon in The Holy Outlaw, Berrigan talks of his actions as working "so that a solid wall of conscience confronts the death-makers," and says his individual actions should spur on others in the congregation to their own actions. (A few of the members of that congregation are interviewed afterwards and seem either stunned or confused.) But what of those who did try to follow this example? Meconis gives the summer of 1970 as the point at which the Catholic Left was at a "virtual standstill" (1979:76) . This was not a matter of a theological impasse, but, argues Meconis pessimistically, the tactically disastrous decision to go underground a few months prior, which engendered increased police action and harsher regimes for those associates actually imprisoned, problematized the notion of nonviolent protest, and fatally miscalculated the capacity of the community to sustain this level of resistance: "the Catholic Left's members possessed neither the know-how nor the discipline to successfully conduct what amounted to urban guerrilla warfare" (146). However, recalling the difficulties of the time many years later, Berrigan notes the palpable successes of the antiwar movement, which "made it politically impossible to continue the war [...,] morally impossible to launch nuclear weapons [...and] helped remove two presidents from office" (in Kisseloff 2007:117) .
The Trial of the Catonsville Nine, in this context, opened up a second front against the "deathmakers" on the part of the antiwar movement. Certainly it was a way to educate both the curious and disinterested about the Catonsville action and the state response to it, as Chomsky claims. But clearly the trial itself is act 2 of the engagement with the state or, in dialectical terms, its antithesis -with a thesis (burning draft cards), antithesis (arrest and trial), and anticipated synthesis (public outrage and further antiwar actions). In this respect, and in keeping with the principles or discipline necessary for nonviolent action, and indeed acknowledging the talkiness of the text, The Trial as a theatre experience is one of intellectual rather than emotional engagement. In "Father Berrigan Speaks to the Actors from Underground," Berrigan notes that the play was "launched" (as if an expedition out into the unknown) on "our behalf" (that is, seemingly the behalf of those underground), so that it "might speak to people, might bring them to a more accurate, realistic, and painful sense of things" ([1972] 1973:87) .
In this letter to the actors preparing a production of the play, Berrigan then talks of his "envy" with respect to what was then the premiere countercultural theatre troupe -the Living Theatre. Unlike Berrigan's notion of constructing a "solid wall of conscience," the Living Theatre was busy deconstructing all walls and raising the collective conscience through the formation of a new society that would exist beyond the restraints of 20th-century Western society: a free, communal, nonviolent, utopian society. And the performances were understood to be therapeutic too: the theatre experience as cleansing the population of its bad karma or "vibrations," and so returning citizens to their protest activities healed of state intimidation and violence, and re-charged. Thus the Living Theatre waged a kind of psychic warfare on the society of the "death-makers": Judith Malina claimed, in 1968, "Our aim is to change all hostile confrontations to loving ones [...] Revolution means to turn the wheel, and if it's a world full of anger, hatred, bitterness, hostility, and hunger, then it's for us to turn it to the other side... What you call 'enemies' are ultimately our friends" (in Croyden 1974:124) ; and, Julian Beck wrote, of the hostile elements in society, "we want / to zap them / with holiness / [...] / we want / to open them / with love vessels / [...] / we want to change / the demonic character of our opponents / into productive glory" (in Roszak 1970:152) . 15 Later, Berrigan recalls another direct encounter with contemporary theatre: his seemingly audacious escape from the FBI agents during his appearance at Cornell University, hidden in one of the giant puppets belonging to the Bread and Puppet Theater (Berrigan [1972 (Berrigan [ ] 1973 .
For Berrigan, the Living Theatre experience, as with the New Theater for Now productions, is one that is of, or engenders, "a common discipline, a common view of the world, a common politics, and above all perhaps [...] a common linking love that grants [these two troupes] an exciting, innovative character" (Berrigan [1972 (Berrigan [ ] 1973 . From the crucible of this collective experimentation, through heightened communication and understanding, comes a new community. Despite the proviso that the community may be finite in duration, and indeed that each instance may be finite, Berrigan notes "some sense of the depth, inwardness and communality" (88) is achieved. For a Catholic priest to reach such an understanding of these theatre experimenters required an expanded view of morality and, as with Wilkerson, the courage to venture out into the counterculture.
To Actors, to Audiences
"Father Berrigan Speaks to the Actors from Underground" begins, after an initial greeting and the above-noted intentions for the play, with an observation that, despite the "befouled and violence-ridden atmosphere in which [...] young people are coming into adulthood," to his surprise he nevertheless finds "communities arising very quickly," which he also refers to as "teams or caucuses" ([1972] 1973:87) . For individuals who find themselves "lowered" into the world, and so presumably are prey to the perils of such a fallen environment, these communities offer a way of being -"a new way of getting born in the world" (87) -which he then likens to "the first morning of the creation of the first man" (88). Everything, then, awaits, and everything seems possible through such a remaking. Berrigan likens this potential and reborn innocent state with that of his late associate Brother David Darst, a member of the Catonsville Nine who was killed in a car accident six months after he had participated in the draft card burning. The Catonsville action itself grew out of a sense of having left innocence for experience, paraphrasing William Blake. The parallel that suggests itself in, effectively, something of a sermon, is with a form of resurrection (although Berrigan does not state it in these terms): to reject the life in contemporary North American society that is a kind of living death, in favor of "dying" 15. For an extended discussion of the Living Theatre in relation to the 1968 production of Paradise Now and karma, and Beck's poem, see Halligan (2016:4-5) .
to that society in order to live in a new way. And this dying can be extrapolated then as both literal (in Darst's case) and professional (rejections of polite society, going underground, or finding or forming new communities).
From this vantage point, the line or direction of communication of the play, as it were, becomes clear: those who died and have been reborn talking to those who are alive but represent a kind of living dead. Contemporary American theatre itself seems to have found a position on this spectrum too: entertainments on and off-Broadway which, for Berrigan, are "sprayed with the false front of frivolity, amnesia, anomie [...] are infantile [...] retard[ing] the moral sense of man" ([1972] 1973:89) and are thus "escapism" (90). Berrigan's conception of theatre is one of awakening rather than lulling the audience, to "help Americans get born, get going, get growing" (89). And this awakening is the role of the actor in the play. Their "moral passion and bodily gestures" can channel that which Berrigan refers to as "spirit" and "human spirit" (89). As a poet, Berrigan can be taken to carefully weigh his words, and while spirit suggests spiritual, the very opposite position seems to be Berrigan's preferred interpretation: not to be otherworldly, but to be deeply, physically embedded in the moment, as with Pasolini's walking Christ, as with the condition of being underground. Spirit and spiritual are thus presented as antagonistic: for Berrigan, the spirit is the almost tactile presentness of others as beheld (audience encountering actor) in the same space. 16 16. Ironically, the absent Berrigan seems to have been very present in a spiritualist form for some performances -in the sense of disembodied voices "from the other side." Davidson recalled that his Los Angeles production began with a tape recording he had made of Berrigan (from a "safe house"), played before the play began, and with the house lights half-dimmed. The recording begins: "This is Father Berrigan speaking from the underground." And this prompted the alarmed members of the FBI hidden in the audience to immediately and hopelessly search the premises for the fugitive Jesuit (Davidson 2005 ; see also O'Connor 2013:34) .
For the actors, this spirit is found "creating and communicating light around their bodies," and this achieves, or comes from, being interlocutors for absent others: listed by Berrigan as those in prison, or underground, or exiled, or deceased (89) . In terms of this play, such a connection is easily grasped: the absent others include the underground playwright. In this, the jarringly oblique interjections in the play text can be accounted for, specifically quotations that give voice to historical figures and their ideas or articulations. But in all this, which involves the "voice of a generation" speaking the zeitgeist, the suggestions Berrigan makes are difficult and singularly impractical, or even counterproductive, for actors preparing. The playwright Alan Bennett has noted the dangers of actors dramatizing meaning rather than narrative: "The mistake in dramatizing Kafka is always the same [...:] actors and directors don't play the text, they play the implications of the text. [...] What Kafka writes is a naturalistic account of ordinary behaviour, and that is what actors should play and let the implications take care of themselves" (Bennett 1994:163) .
An additional role for the actor is noted as the "tightening of crisis" for those who stood "in a circle of imaginative protection," a vantage point from which everyone is "facing together the consequence of crisis" ([1972] 1973:90) . Tightening would seem to be a matter of articulating the wider crisis for the purposes of distilling it into a concentrated crisis: heightening the unavoidable nature of its consequences. The play, after all, simply concerns (from a narrative point of view) consequences. And in this respect of tightening, the conceptualization of theatre is related closely to Berrigan's position: "in such a way a link is closed between what you are doing onstage and what I am trying to do in the underground," which is "hottening things up [...] and then extending our reach so that we are not the only ones saved; so that others get in and under and away with us" (90). The talk of heat and tightening, and circles and light, suggest something of a possible mise-en-scène or production design -one of closeness and discomfort, as with, I would suggest, theatre in the round, which prevents an audience from hiding from the action in the darkened recesses of the theatre space, or treating the performance as self-contained and over once the play has ended.
Berrigan concludes this matter with: "So the connection between resistance and the theatre ought to be pondered not merely by actors but by the relationship they strive to establish with their audience as well as by the kind of audience they attract" ([1972] 1973:89) . He also warns the actors that the experience of working with this text will result in "changes" in them "of a rather serious order" (90). Presumably the actors so effectively communicate the nature of pacifist activism, as a critique of war-mongering, and the wider implications for society at large, that, as Berrigan notes, such "changes" may occur in the audience too. 17
In the coda to the letter, "And to the Audience," Berrigan conceptualizes the audience, those who are "spectators at events, crises, dramas" ([1972] 1973:90) , as in need of a galvanizing change. Berrigan notes that this was the state of "us": the Catonsville group, who were once unenlightened too. But the process that enabled the Catonsville action involved purging themselves of the fear of punitive consequences for illegal actions. The widely circulated images of Berrigan in handcuffs, as on the Berrigan Raps liner, even prompted the Weather Underground to proclaim that, "smiling and with hands raised [...] [y]ou have refused the corruption of your generation" (Weather Underground [1970] 2006:156) . Purging is also the modus operandi of the play: to push the audience away from pity and to, seemingly, a clear-headed appreciation of the wider situation and the actions to be taken. The distillation of crisis is presumably to these ends. And the purging results in a freedom from fear, and so a freedom to act, unshackled by societal propriety, as per the example of the Catonsville Nine. Thus "pity" and "fear" are the "inhabiting demons" of the audiences' hearts ([1972] 1973:93) . Pity would seem to be a major moral virtue in a Christian context, and it is odd that Berrigan would talk of the need to exorcise it. Nor is it clear whether pity, found in "the veins of the mind" (91) refers to pity for others, or self-pity. And pity would seem to be the quality that motivated Berrigan to act, before and after Catonsville (for another four and a half decades): pity for victims of US aggression, most notably in his excoriating and stunning poem "Children in the Shelter," in which he recalls cradling a child after a US bombing raid while in Vietnam, whom he described as "the messiah / of all my tears," and "a Hiroshima child from hell" (in True [1968 True [ ] 1988 . Pity for the victims seems the only human response. But then pity is a condition of immobility: Berrigan describes his being with the children "in the Shelter," effectively helpless and vulnerable. Pity disables action, or waylays anger. To act requires leaving such a cul-de-sac.
This positioning of the audience, or identification of its character, suggests a further movement away from "spiritual" qualities of empathy, or subjective reactions, toward a pressing awareness of and material grounding in a sense of immediate reality. The audience that would need to be brought back down to earth presumably did not include those associated with the underground, not activists, but those of the everyday overground, living in ignorance. Such an intellectual engagement is quite different from the Living Theatre and the move to get "out of it," both in a psychological sense, via for example hallucinogenics, and in a societal way -dropping out of a repressive and repressed society -as the way change was to be enacted: a shift in consciousness rather than conscience, although the shift in conscience would clearly follow. But even then, those who would attend a Living Theatre event in the late 1960s were probably already sympathetic to alternative lifestyles (and so not so beset by the devils of pity or fear), or indeed fully conversant in alternative lifestyles. To be "out of it" seems, for Berrigan, to be akin 17. Berrigan posits a connection to classical Greek drama in terms of his understanding of the potential operation of theatre, including the problem of pity, but idiosyncratically interprets the "mimesis" of Greek theatre as "an act of remembrance" ([1972] 1973:90) , presumably in his case of the trial, which itself became an act of remembrance of the action, rather than, as is more typically understood, a form of mimicry or representation of the world.
to escapist theatre: intellectually and politically disengaged, and so stunting the growth of selfawareness. And a further analogy suggests itself: to be "out of it" in terms of monastic life ("out of " the world outside) and theological otherworldliness. And, as an outsider, Berrigan expressed distance from the methods of the Living Theatre, which he describes as (for an unspecified performance, which he exited early) "simplistic," "degrading," "threatening" (in Riemer 1971:62) , and a general invasion of human dignity for those involved (63). Bluntly, "we're going to have to have a different theatre than that, I think" (62).
Berrigan's audience is therefore the world at large. And, indeed, Berrigan's engagement with theatre was only one aspect of his life at this time (unlike for the Living Theatre). And this world consists, Berrigan concludes, of "our friends and hearers and audience and jury." The purging of the audience transubstantiates the activism, through the play, in the way in which the play is an affective experience for the audience. The "boon and favor" from the trial of the Catonsville Nine is the extension of the process of purging (Berrigan [1972 (Berrigan [ ] 1973 . In this way, the audience is conceived as partially, in their everyman ignorance, hostile. After all, "they" are related to the jury who did not understand, and were clear in their guilty verdicts (as recorded in the play). But unlike the juridical audience, this audience, exorcised of their demons, would return to the wider world, from which they were drawn, changed. In this respect the play, and Berrigan's conception of a radical theatre, is understood as a kind of missionary action: an incursion into the hostile (overground) territory of those who had yet to be civilized.
Thus, on the cultural front, Berrigan posited two kinds of possible otherworldliness for the Catholic Left and fellow travelers. One was arguably idealistic, and possibly doomed to a degree of failure, but nonetheless sought to incubate a new society and engender a regeneration of the spirit, albeit at the risk of losing personal freedom. This was the preference of the "other" world of the underground. And the alternative was merely spiritual, a state of immobilizing subjective responses (such as pity), in which it was possible to coexist with war. These were the options available. Father Berrigan's voice, from underground and through the theatre, could be heard to ask: which one do you choose?
